
First name: Lisa
Physical Address: 309 Lethbridge Road RD9 Feilding
Last name: Poulsen
Phone (day): 3240027
Mobile: 0276314879
Email: lisamikep@inspire.net.nz
Could you gain an advantage in 
trade competition through this
submission?:

No

Are you directly affected by an
effect of the subject matter that:
a) Adversely affects the
environment; and b) Does not
relate to trade competition or the
effect of trade competition:

No

The specific provisions of the
proposal that my submission
relates to are as follows (please
give details):

Primary schools Makino/Mangakino stream

My submission is that 
(Summarise the nature of your
submission. Clearly indicate
whether you support or oppose
the specific provisions or wish to
have amendments made, giving
reasons):

I feel the overall plan is excellent and well thought out to
promote well being for all. My concern is about where
primary school children are to be accomodated. Several
schools are already under pressure with large rolls and I don't
feel it is the Feilding way to expect green/play space to be 
used for more classrooms. If we are to reduce vehicle
congestion, emissions and provide a strong neighbourhood
for the future I feel land should be set aside for a school. This
would allow children to be independent in their travels to
school (walk/bike etc) and reduce the reliance on vehicles. I
also feel public areas should be developed at the start of the
project rather than end to provide an open spaces
environment for the "early settlers".

I/we seek the following decision
from the Manawatu District
Council (give precise details):

A school to be developed in the growth zone to reduce
pressure on existing primary schools. Develop the Makino
(Mangakino) Stream area when the first houses are being
built. This is an important part of Feilding.
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Do you wish to speak in support 
of your submission: No 

If others make a similar 
submission, would you consider 
presenting a joint case with them 
at the hearing?: 

Yes 

 


